
Round and About – Judas Iscariot

Well, as expected, the LUNITY conference steam-roller ensured the overwhelming 
passing of A520. As usual, JANICE didn't call CHARLIE  "Motormouth" 
McDONALD. That left the only serious critique to DAVE VINCENT, whose long 
rambling contribution failed to sway anyone one way or the other. Now that's out
of the way we might as well all go home as this decision was the sole purpose of 
conference this year. 

Our great and glorious leader told the conference that 750,000 workers could be involved 
in strikes next month, a figure that could rise to millions later in the year. This would be true, but only if 
the entire membership of the PCS, NUT, the Association of Teachers and Lecturers, and the National 
Association of Head Teachers came out, which is frankly unlikely.

So the big push begins as soon as we return to dry land, to get a bumper vote for D-Day on 30th June 
where we will be joined by our new allies in the serried ranks of the teaching profession. If, that is, they 
can actually get the strike ballot through before they all ponce off on their hols for the rest of the 
summer...

Meanwhile in the afternoon the buzz was all about a falling out amongst the comrades 
in the INDEPENDENT LEFT at a meeting of faction delegates the night before. 
Usually reliable sources confirm that ANNETTE WRIGHT (Manchester Salford) 
stormed out after a vote of no confidence in LEE ROCK was passed on the Chair's 
casting vote. Three other members of TROTSKY'S INDEPENDENT TRADERS -- 
BEV LAIDLAW, JOHN PUTTOCK and LEE ROCK himself -- are believed to have 
also broken with IL. LEE would "neither confirm, nor deny" rumours that the 
INDEPENDENT LEFT had split along north-south lines. But later that afternoon IL 

Londoners CHARLIE McDONALD, TONY REAY, NICK DIAMANTIS and someone who had his back 
to us, were spied deep in conversation in a dark corner of the main foyer.
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Smirk Filled Rooms - Barrabas

Intrigued by the feverish speculation (above) we sent one of our top agents to the Independent Left rally 
at the Old Shit Hotel last night. On arrival the only event posted up was an "Acid Bath Murder" evening 
in the wine cellar. Spurning this far more appealing diversion, our man enquired at reception and the 
receptionist told him that the meeting had not been advertised because it was not open to the public.

Using the Social Engineering skills we teach all agents, he persuaded the receptionist that 
he was the guest speaker and was directed to the secret meeting room at the furthest 
corner of the hotel. On arrival, the agent snuck into the back row where two small 
children appeared to have been brought along and parked as punishment - no doubt for 
some trifling childish misdemeanours - and to act as human shields. From this vantage 
point, our man was able to identify approx 25 acolytes in attendance and could just pick 
out that the top table was occupied by CHARLIE McDONALD in the Chair, along with 
one of their other perennial failures - possibly CHRIS HICKEY - looking as though he was taking 
minutes. THERESA RAFTERY, easily recognisable by her hair, was in the body of the meeting together 
with the rest of the tossers. Noticeable by their absence were LEE ROCK and ANNETTE WRIGHT. Our 
spy then spent ten minutes or so listening to the opening rant before making his excuses and leaving. We 
look forward to the PLANET CAUCUS social that takes place tonight.

More observant delegates will have noticed something odd about motion A17 
yesterday, where the NEC slapped itself on the back for its efforts to save My Civil 
Service Pension from Mutualisation. This motion was constructed by the NEC to 
block a motion censuring it for its alleged pedestrian campaign on the same issue. JOE 
"Le Taxi" COX desperately tried to get in on this debate but JANICE was apparently 
unable to see this particular elephant in the room. Or perhaps they preferred that there 
be no debate at all, lest the national media present detect a whiff of incompetence on 
the big day.

At the same time WILLIE SAMUEL who works in said My CSP (and who has been unusually militant 
on the issue - this time it’s personal) returned to work having left conference early to find a notice of 
TUPE transfer for himself from 01/07/2011. His members were incandescent with rage as they’d heard on 
the radio only that morning that they’d be on strike on 30th June to protect the civil service terms and 
pensions which would be taken from them the very next day. Little do they know that they’ll be asked to 
take even more action before that as the NDC has approved a separate ballot for My CSP. 

It’s no coincidence that the crack negotiating team that has got PCS into this mess was led by ALAN 
DENNIS  but was largely controlled by MARTIN "Sam the Eagle" KELSEY and BIFFA BRYANT both 
removed by the members in this year's group elections. Not the first time, the members have shown better 
judgement than the leadership.

Special mention today goes to JOEL HEYES for acknowledging his "Mesmerist" sobriquet in supporting 
motion A37. However his comment that "we've all been kicked in the face but some of us are looking at 
the stars" is obscure even by our standards.

Senior members of 4TM are apparently livid that whilst ROB BRYSON and LYNDA F-B have 
both been anxiously checking the health and eligibility of new NEC members in the hope of an early call 
up, neither could be arsed to help with the leafleting on Wednesday morning.
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Rambling Sid Rumpole

Incidentally BRYSON has suffered a number of slights this week and none of his 4TM chums have given 
a toss about his delicate feelings. On Monday his self-esteem took a further knock when he was refused 
entry to the HMRC conference as he did not have HMRC credentials. The negative response to his 
pompous "Don't you know who I am?" didn't help and he humbly went off to beg for observer 
credentials. Which was unnecessary as his NEC credentials are good through Friday and they entitle NEC 
members to attend any of the junior events during conference week. 

Top PCS Democrat NEIL LICENSE  enjoyed an unexpected bonus following publication of his nude 
cycling picture in yesterday's communique. LICENCE (he hates his name being incorrectly spelt), has 
now admitted it was him in the picture.  That doesn't of course, make it true, but it's interesting that he 
wants us to believe it.

Anyway, so taken was failed 4TM NEC candidate MADAME 
WHIPLASH with the picture, she instantly proposed a closer coalition 
with NATURE BOY. PFL is pleased to propose the betrothal of Madame 
W and Licence. The first conference engagement? Whether it leads to 
closer working between PCS Democrats and 4TM is anyone's guess.
Well, it seems GERRY McMAHON will be attending the trainee delegate 
course mandated to teach them how to deliver a conference speech. He's 
been announcing his lofty role to anyone who will listen and was even 
spotted wearing red braces at the DWP do - which explains why his 
acolytes were excitedly anticipating his contributions at the rostrum this week. While none of us will give 
a toss, his small but loyal following have planned to video his conference interventions with a view to 
compiling a “Best Of” which they no doubt expect to go viral on youtube. If we accept the cosmological 
implications of some flavours of String Theory, there will be a Universe somewhere in which that 
actually happens.

LEON BOFF has barred all full time officers from attending ADC unless they have a compelling business 
case. So feel free to stop any of them – in the context of this ruling - and ask exactly why they are here.

TRACY EDWARDS, an over-aged “young member”, has obviously outgrown her usefulness to BOFF 
and is getting shunted off to somewhere out of harm's way. Watch out for a new FTO taking over the 
young members next month. Tracy is absolutely livid.

The Old Gits are up in ARMs again. They wasted much effort - in the leaflet they gave out yesterday - 
lavishing praise on MAREK and JANICE for their assumed support of the codgers motion 127. In fact 
the NEC is calling for remission on the grounds of an unresolved ambiguity between the composited 
motions – which leaves them unsure what the wrinklies actually want. Nitpicking?

Meanwhile the rival CSPA group is rather muted because all their top guns; DUGGAN, KIRK, 
STURTEVANT and GROVES are all in London on more important pensioner business. So the stall has 
been left in the capable hands of a number of ROY LEWIS' mates on their EC.

Back in the Valleys, MAREK'S constant referral to - and actual - support of CARDIFF CITY FC has not 
endeared him to the loyal fans of his home town club, Merthyr Tydfil. Their excellent fanzine Dial M for 
Merthyr, refers to our great and glorious leader and his kind as "glory seeking bastards" --  strong stuff.

They may also be interested to learn that ahead of a visit by Pope Benedict XVI in September 2010, 
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MAREK was named as one of the hundred most influential Catholics in Britain by The Tablet along with 
GUS O'DONNELL, DELIA SMITH, SUSAN BOYLE and ANT & DEC. 

Talking of which, the Catholic Action Group must be fuming at the sight of the name of the Masonic  
Lodge of St George being advertised on back of a delegate's mobility scooter all week.

And back at Chateau Falconcrest, a new row has erupted in the GMB@PCS branch following yesterday's 
revelations about attempts to "release" long-standing PCS project workers. The division is between those 
GMB members who owe their position to LUNITY patronage and will do whatever they're told and those 
who have been recruited by fair and open competition.  Resignations from the Falconcrest GMB Branch 
Council are expected which could leave the reputation of PCS as a fair and decent employer severely 
tarnished.

We learn that LANNING is now worried that HIS BOSS is to look again at senior officer roles. He'll 
concede anything except the lucrative international trips. BOFF is welcome to the rest. LANNING's 
nightmare is that next year you might see him presenting the PCS Financial Report. Can't wait.

Late rumours suggest that all is not well in the TANKY Unity section after revelations that LUNITY is to 
ditch the ageing pit bull DAVE ALSTON and LAURA “Goldilocks” MARTIN from DWP GEC. Will 
anyone notice?
And have you noticed that conference staff have been stationed next to the paper recycling bin? It's to 
stop any further delegates placing their ballot papers in this receptacle rather than the actual ballot box.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

PFLCPSA NEWS
After yesterday's fevered excitement, it will be more than usually difficult to stay awake today. As far as 

the leadership is concerned, once you'd carried A520, it was mission accomplished and the rest of conference is just 
going through the motions. Still we might gain some enlightenment from one or two of the arguments propping up 
today's debates. We'll be looking out in particular for the justification (if we get to Motion A47) of the classic 
hyperbole “That this targeting of protesters can be accurately described as a 'witch-hunt'” (emphasis added). 
Kettling and other modern tactics certainly constitute brutish bullying by the forces of internal repression but 
Matthew Hopkins, they ain't. 

Speaking of Self Immolation, were you aware of our handy memorials to the heroic martyr who kicked off 
the Arab Spring? Solidarity Price only £1.50, though bulk purchases attract a significant discount. You can also 
pick up a complimentary Starter Pack if you buy a fresh copy of our elegant 2011 PFL T-Shirts, one of the few 
clothing investments known to keep its value as the years roll by and they're only 12 quid. Other than those 
commercial options, feel free, anytime you're passing our booth, to unburden yourselves of that loose change 
causing the unsightly bulges in your haute couture. 

New to conference?  You might be wondering who and what the PFL is. Beats me, but some believe that 
we are the ghosts of Unions Past. Between conferences we exist only in cyberspace ( www.pflcpsa.com) and we 
emerge into the corporeal domain, with the mayfly, once a year to haunt the Brighton Conference centre. 
Delegates, political factions and even entire Unions come and go, but the PFL goes on forever. One day we'll figure 
out why.

You can join our struggle against Reality by feeding us the snippets of news and/or scandalous gossip 
which drifts across your consciousness during the week. Plenty of opportunities exist for the sharing of data, both 
overt and covert, but unless you're an established deep cover agent (usual channels by 3 am) your final daily option 
is to join us for the debriefing at the OLD SHIT between 10 and 11 pm where Sir Roy de Lewis always likes to get 
the first round in. 

Yet she increased her prostitution, remembering the days of her youth when she engaged in prostitution in the land of Egypt. She lusted after their 
genitals – as large as those of donkeys, and their seminal emission was as strong as that of stallions. Ezekiel 23:19-20 Motorola Revised
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